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• ASTL Token Project from the investment company Astol Advanced Limited (Hong Kong)

is an infrastructure project based on partners investing in the newly created mining of

various cryptocurrencies by us, working on the principles of AI management, both in

terms of servicing blockchain requests and distributing computing power, and in part

using only "green" energy sources for multimining and intelligent energy

management.

• The main goal of the project is to provide a simple and understandable access for

each investor to receive a constant fixed income from the extraction of new types of

cryptocurrencies for investors of different levels of training, from beginners to

professionals.

• Each token is backed by the capitalization of the entire ASTL project and Astol

Advanced Limited. Thanks to this, the token provides its holders with quick access to a

stable income.
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THE CURRENT STATE OF THE CRYPTO MARKET

Despite the fact that the cryptocurrency market has already reached trillions of dollars 

in market capitalization – and is still growing exponentially –

we have still only scratched the surface 

of what cryptocurrencies are able to 

achieve. The majority of crypto wallet 

holders purchase multiple cryptocurrencies

but don’t actually earn anything on their

holdings. Instead of maximizing the utility 

and earning potential of their crypto 

investments, they merely hold them in the

accounts of centralized crypto exchanges like 

Binance, Kucoin, and Coinbase, as well as in wallets like Trust, Exodus and Token Pocket.



CHALLENGES CURRENTLY FACED BY THE CRYPTO

• Huge, Idle Crypto Funds

Over $1 trillion in crypto sits idle in centralized exchange accounts or wallets – with the

value of these assets projected to grow more than a staggering over $5 trillion by

2025. Yet, while investors watch the value of their portfolios increasing or decreasing

every day, they fail to make their crypto work for them. Consequentially, they

squander the huge opportunity of putting their highly-valuable assets to work for them.

• Lack of Trust

Centralized exchanges have consistently shown that they can’t be trusted with the

custody of their users’ cryptocurrencies. As a result, staking crypto on these platforms

goes hand-in-hand with the risk of their account being hacked - and the loss of their

entire portfolio. As it stands, crypto exchanges get full control over their users’ funds

and they’re left with no option other than to trust them.
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• Lack of Access 

To stake their crypto with the current generation of centralized exchanges or platforms,

users have to submit to a lock-up period. This period can range from days to months, or

in some cases even years. While their funds are frozen in this way, users can’t take

profit from market trends, invest in other emerging opportunities, or even simply

liquidate their position.

• Lack of Technical Knowledge

Staking cryptocurrency on decentralized platforms may be smarter and more

profitable in the long run, but many cryptocurrency holders lack the technical ability to

do so. Consequently, many users settle for centralized staking platforms because it is an

easier choice, and decentralized staking continues to struggle for popularity, inventing

"cloud mining", instead of offering simple and reliable solutions.
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• HIGHLY PROFITABLE INVESTMENT IN MINING UNDER THE 

CONTROL OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

The basis of the project is the creation and operation of our own data centers and

master nodes with the condition of constant replenishment of the fleet of computing

power devices for mining using the capabilities of Artificial Intelligence and using

exclusively "Green" energy. The ASTL token is the key product of the project and the

link between professional equipment and the end user. Each ASTL token implies a direct

investment in a portion of the computing power of the ASTL project's device fleet.

Thanks to this, the token provides its holders with stable and quick access to passive

income in cryptocurrency. Thanks to smart power management and AI-driven

blockchain, getting cryptocurrency from ASTL mining is 25-30% more profitable than

investing in comparable projects.
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• NEW TECHNOLOGIES AT THE SERVICE OF YOUR 

INVESTMENT

Thanks to the planned use of the latest mining equipment, as well as "green" energy,

that is, the energy of solar panels, compact windmills-electric generators, the energy of

hydro and nuclear power plants, as well as the rational management of energy

distribution and storage (for which the ARNO project was originally specially

purchased) and consumption during mining, through the use of AI, we have achieved

much greater returns from mining and practical independence from energy prices and

directive state regulation of energy consumption. AI control of the computing power

and algorithm of the blockchain also allows us to generate more mining profits for you

than our competitors.
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• THE BASIS OF WELL-BEING IS EASIER THAN EVER WITH US

By investing in the innovative ASTL investment mining project, it has become much easier

and much more comfortable to profit from your investments. We do not invite you to

participate in "cloud" mining, acquiring part of the computing power or investing your

funds in the purchase or rental of equipment or any part of it. We do not want you to

depend on the current rate of the cryptocurrency and its volatility in the market. We

offer you a stable monthly income in dollar-pegged cryptocurrency - USDT, depending

only on the amount of funds you invest. At the same time, the proposed ROI, for VIP

investments, can be up to 20% per annum, and the initial investment threshold is very

low - only 100 US dollars or their equivalent in cryptocurrency at the current rate.

The rewards for your investments are transferred to you monthly, weekly or daily

automatically, in accordance with the investment plan you have chosen and the total

amount of your investments.
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WHY ASTL INVESTMENT PROJECT?

• A SIMPLE AND RELIABLE INVESTMENT WITH HIGH INCOME

FAST START

Now you absolutely do not need to worry about

buying or renting equipment for mining, setting it up,

maintaining and updating it. Accruals, in accordance

with the package you purchased, begin immediately

after the purchase of the ASTL token and the

recalculation of your contribution to USDT.

HIGH LIQUIDITY

Unlike mining equipment with its eternal problems,

the ASTL token has high liquidity, since it is provided

with a real hash rate when mining a diversified

portfolio of cryptocurrencies. The ASTL token, unlike

real equipment, is not subject to depreciation and

obsolescence with mandatory depreciation.

USDT REFUND 

Each owner of the ASTL token package receives a

fixed reward in USDT from the general pool in

accordance with the amount of invested funds. You

no longer need to keep worrying about the rise or

fall of the cryptocurrency market - you will make a

profit even during periods of general market

stagnation.

LIQUIDITY GROWTH

The ASTL project team, using the mechanism of

continuously increasing mining capacities, generating

the “green” energy necessary for this and

diversifying cryptocurrency mining, ensures the

stability of payments and the reliability of your

investment portfolio, while increasing the liquidity of

the project as a whole and the potential of mining

working for you.
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WHY ASTL INVESTMENT PROJECT?

• The ASTL project is included in the currently created general, based on new WEB3

opportunities and AI possibilities DeFi ecosystem (EcoMind ecosystem) of the Astol

Advanced Limited investment and mining foundation, acting as a “bonus” token to

guarantee incoming investments and accrue passive income in cryptocurrency, while

providing, in the future, after the ICO/IEO , the possibility of a full return on

investment through trading on the largest crypto-platforms, both centralized like

CoinBase, WhiteBIT, LBank and decentralized, like UniSwap, RobinHood and

PancakeSwap.

• Astol Advanced Limited has put significant effort into the tokenomics and ASTL token

model. As such, our token has been designed to reflect the success of the platform

and to incentivize a healthy ecosystem, bringing together token holders and AI

platform clients.
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• YOUR INVESTMENTS ARE STARTING TO WORK FOR YOU 

RIGHT NOW!

• To accommodate a new independent own mining center with energy consumption

from “green” sources, the ASTL investment project has been selected on the basis of

the Kalinin NPP of the Rosatom concern. The new date-center will be created on the

basis of the supporting center of data processing (data center), located in the

immediate vicinity of the nuclear power plant (Tver region, 380 km from Moscow),

which will allow you to have at its disposal a uninterrupted source of power supply

directly from the nuclear power plants, accessible capacity for equipment placement

At the level of 48 MW, high physical and information security of critical data, as well

as the presence of large free capacities for further expansion of the IT infrastructure

of the ASTL project.

• The rewards for your investments are transferred to you monthly, weekly or daily

automatically, in accordance with the investment plan you have chosen and the total

amount of your investments.
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• The ASTL project token is designed to represent and guarantee direct private

investment in the mining of various cryptocurrencies on various blockchains, including

the mining of bitcoins (BTC and BTH) and altcoins such as Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin

(LTC) and the list goes on. The ASTL token is provided with real computing power

through various protocols, the main of which are the SHA256 and Erc20 or more

protocols. ASTL token holders get the opportunity not to depend on the rate of the

cryptocurrency mined during mining, but, using all the computing power of the Astol

Advanced Limited fleet of devices and created master nodes and pools of various

cryptocurrencies, receive a monthly strictly fixed remuneration in USDT (Bsc20) from

the general pool.

• The ASTL token is based, in anticipation of the transition of the Ethereum network to

PoS, on the ETH - ERC-20 blockchain. Link to Etherscan Contract. Initial issue of

50,000,000 ASTL.



TOKENOMICS OF ASTL TOKEN

Before entering the ICO/IEO with the subsequent listing of the ASTL token on 

centralized exchanges, three rounds of pre-sales of the token will be made with a 

gradual increase in its value.
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SEED SALE PRIVATE SALE PRE-PUBLIC SALE

Start Date: 01.06.2022

End Date: 31.12.2022

Token Pricing: USDT 0,20

Minimum Investment: USDT 

$100,00

Maximum Investment: USDT 

$4 500 000

Start Date: 01.01.2023

End Date: 31.06.2023

Token Pricing: USDT 0,25

Minimum Investment: USDT 

$150,00

Maximum Investment: USDT 

$4 500 000

Start Date: 01.07.2023

End Date: Be Confirmed

Token Pricing: USDT 0,30

Minimum Investment: USDT 

$300,00

Maximum Investment: USDT 

$4 500 000
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REFERRAL PROGRAM AIRDROP PROGRAM BOUNTY PROGRAM

ASTL referral program was 

created as part of the ASTL 

Token project to attract 

attention to the project by 

disseminating information 

among potential partners. By 

registering your own account, 

you will receive a 

corresponding referral link, 

which you can share with your 

friends and acquaintances. 

Referal bonus +2,5% for 

each new member.

The Airdrop Program, 

operating within the 

framework of the ASTL 

Token project, designed to 

attract attention to the 

project by disseminating 

information about the 

project and investment 

opportunities among 

potential partners. Includes 

registration requirements for 

the social networks we offer 

and participation in the 

AMA.

The Bounty Program, 

operating within the ASTL 

Token project, is designed 

to attract attention to the 

project by spreading 

information about the 

project and investment 

opportunities. This includes 

the requirement to register 

with the social networks we 

offer and to participate in 

the dissemination of news 

and useful information.
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TOKENOMICS OF ASTL TOKEN
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CAPITALIZATION OF ASTL PROJECT

*The total current capitalization at PoS and PoSe is about $2,000,000
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ASTL INVESTMENT PROJECT TEAM
Andjei Korotkewič

Head of ASTL Project

Krakow, Poland

PhD in Math., Professor of

Krakow University

Ewa Goniacz

Deputy Director

Warsaw, Poland

PhD in Math., Professor of 

Warsaw University

Konstantinas Sizovas

Commerce Director

Kaunas, Lietuva

CFO of ASTL Project, MBA

Irena Woročkowa

PR&Marketing Director

Warsaw, Poland

PhD in Marketing, MBA

Vikror Kravchenko

Technical Director

Odessa, Ukraine

Dpl.Ing, CPO of ASTL Project

Penny Wang

Deputy Secretary

Hong Kong, China

Postgraduate in Marketing
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CONNECT WITH ASTL INVESTMENT PROJECT

• Site of ASTL project https://astl.io

• Working E-mail info@astl.io

• Telegram News https://t.me/astl_token

• Telegram English-language chat https://t.me/astl_eng

• Twitter channel https://twitter.com/astol_ltd

• Reddit channel https://www.reddit.com/user/ASTL-Token/

• Medium channel https://medium.com/@ASTL-token

• You can also track information on our project pages on Facebook, LinkedIn, 

YouTube


